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1. ORGANIZATIONAL POLICIES  
AND PRACTICES  
Better, shared digital stewardship 
activity metrics  
Identify shared infrastructure and 
models for broadening support, 
especially open source  
Fund research into digital 
stewardship roles/responsibilities  
Explore ways to expand role of info 
professionals in librarianship  
Take longitudinal surveys of digital 
stewardship to explore efficacy  
2. DIGITAL CONTENT AREAS  
Scientific data sets  
Dynamic web contnent  
Software  
Moving image and recorded sound 
3. TECHNICAL INFRASTRUCTURE 
Coordinating ecosystem of 
distributed services  
File format action plan development  
Ensuring content integrity  
Interoperability across the 
technology stack  
Integration of digital forensics tools 
and preservation workflows  
4.  RESEARCH PRIORITIES 
Applied research:  
cost and audit modeling  
Understanding information 
equivalence/significance  
Policy research on trust frameworks  
Preservation  
at scale  
Evidence base for digital preservation  
Let’s cat, I mean chat, about the 
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